“By far, the greatest danger of Artificial Intelligence is that people conclude too early that they understand it.” —Eliezer Yudkowsky (1).

Introduction—artificial intelligence (AI) in medicine

The healthcare community is nervously awaiting the entrance of AI into clinical practice. This nervousness is entirely justified. AI currently exists outside the bounds of our healthcare industry, and the judiciary is presently unequipped for the medical malpractice (med-mal) claims waiting in the wings.

AI lacks many of the fundamental characteristics upon which the medical community is built. AI has taken no part in the historical development of the practice of medicine. AI also lacks the decades of meticulously peer-reviewed and thoroughly tested scientific studies in which medical procedures and drugs find their roots. In addition, AI defies the human, in-person interaction components of health care that, until now, have been largely taken for granted. Health care as we know it evolved from the small family doctor that was well-known and trusted; AI has no means of developing the same personal relationship with patients. Finally, the legal and regulatory framework governing the medical profession lacks precedent for determining what happens if a medical AI tool causes harm to a patient. In short, the med-mal system does not provide hospitals, physicians, manufacturers, or patients with the tools to predict when or where liability will be assigned when AI causes injury.

Implementation of AI tools will therefore require the medical and legal communities to overcome both internal resistance by professionals and indeterminate liability to injured patients.

Application of AI to medical diagnosing is a legal question of first impression, meaning the courts lack precedent for guiding decisions (2). No other modern, established application of AI poses quite the same novel legal questions as machine diagnosing. Autopilot in airplanes is capable of being instantly overridden by in-person pilots in the event of malfunctions. Remote surgery is not entirely automated, but is controlled by a physician from a separate facility. AI in financial monitoring or resumé filtering involves lower standards of care than those required of the
medical profession, implicates lesser property interests, and is subject to drastically less regulation. Self-driving cars are experiencing similar complications to AI in health care with the regulatory framework and a general lack of cohesive law for implementation (3). For the time being, the lack of comparable AI applications leaves regulation principally in the control of manufacturers and providers of the end service to self-regulate.

Risk aside, the medicolegal uncertainties surrounding AI should not dissuade efforts towards the technology’s integration into clinical practice. AI is playing an increasingly prominent role in our society, with “86% of provider organizations, technology vendors, and life science companies using some form of AI” (4). AI applications for image recognition are particularly relevant to the field of radiology, and could revolutionize medical approaches to preventative care.

Incorporating AI diagnostic tools into mammography has the potential to significantly increase early diagnoses and reduce mortality rates in the fight against breast cancer. Radiologists review approximately 37 million mammograms in the U.S. annually, at an estimated cost of eight billion dollars (5). On average, less than 5 in 1,000 patients test positive for cancer (6), and between 5% and 20% require some type of follow-up, whether that be a re-read by another mammographer, a second scan, ultrasound, physical exam, or biopsy (7). “Radiologists still miss between 10% to 30% of cancers, while 80% of women recalled for additional views have normal outcomes, with 40% of biopsied lesions being benign” (8). Despite the admirable and progressive work of medical professionals to provide quality care, there is always room for improvement.

Significant evidence suggests that AI can fill much of the gap between human performance and perfection. This note will present some of the relevant studies and results substantiating AI potential, though this note is not an analysis of existing AI diagnostic programs and their statistical accuracy. Rather, this note stipulates AI diagnostic accuracy equivalent or superior to that of physicians, and instead attacks the subsequent question: what are the ramifications of effectively removing a human radiologist from the diagnostic process? This note will further generally assume that mammogram administration, the recording and consideration of patients’ previous health and familial histories, and other factors relevant to diagnosing are thoroughly and properly conducted, placing focus solely on liability resulting from machine error. Although many of the medicolegal considerations considered herein apply equally to AI implementation for both diagnosis and treatment plans, the explicit focus of this note is on diagnostic functions. There is no silver bullet for successfully integrating AI into complex health care, but there are ways to minimize the associated risks and ensure quality of care. To that end, this note examines the expanding role played by AI in medical diagnosing and the resultant impact on the American legal system as it pertains to med-mal. Part I provides an overview of how AI functions and the development of mammography. Part II examines the current med-mal system, with particular consideration of the standard of care and its implementation in mammography and radiology. Part III discusses the fitness of the current med-mal system to address potential negative outcomes following physician reliance on AI-based diagnostic tools. Finally, part IV posits and evaluates options available to various healthcare entities for addressing the malpractice model’s shortcomings as AI penetrates clinical patient care.

**Innovation and history—an understanding of AI and breast cancer**

Despite growing public awareness of the increasing role AI plays in our modern technological infrastructure, significant confusion remains as to what exactly AI is. Most current technologies, including the majority of programming embedded within medical devices, are dependent on original programming. A program will follow its programming and will neither deviate from nor independently alter the base code that governs its actions. In other words, a computer is only as much as its maker allows it to be. Conversely, new forms of technological innovation utilize constructs of AI, machine learning, and deep learning to increase efficiency and reduce the amount of human labor required for a wide variety of functions (9). Many forms of modern AI are even capable of solving problems or reaching conclusions that “its programmer never anticipated or even considered” (10). This section explains the functional distinctions between AI, machine learning, and deep learning, and explores how these concepts interact.

**The development of AI**

The Oxford Reference defines AI as “the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between
“languages” (11). Simply put, AI is the attempt to mimic human intelligence in machine form, allowing the machine to solve problems using a set of stipulated rules with which the machine is provided. The term “machine” is herein used synonymously with the particular AI program utilized. A program as simple as a short set of “if … then” rules within accounting software might be considered AI.

Machine learning is a sub-type of AI distinct for its ability to learn from data sets, enabling the machine to reach conclusions or predictions without being explicitly programmed for specified responses (12). The real value lies in the machine’s ability to make modifications and improvements to algorithms without programmer intervention, allowing the machine to essentially bypass any human preconceptions that the programmer built into the original base code. The machine is composed of several “layers”: the first layer is the input, which receives raw data; the last layer is the output, which presents the machine’s conclusion based on the input data; and one or more middle layers that perform analysis functions, connecting the input to the output (13). Reliable machine learning algorithms require large quantities of training data from which the machine learns, enabling it to make predictions about future data. The more training data the machine is provided with, the more reliably the machine will react in practice¹ (14).

A simple example of a machine learning application might be related to traffic lights. Say a city experiences extreme traffic congestion at certain intersections during certain times of day. The city would like to develop a system that controls traffic lights to minimize congestion and maximize street usage. Rather than hire staff to sit at intersections all day and night monitoring traffic patterns, an AI program could be applied to the problem. Initially, the program is given specific instructions for operating each traffic light. The machine is also able to track the number of cars passing through each intersection, during each hour, and what direction the cars are travelling. Over time the machine will learn that certain stretches of road experience more westbound traffic during the morning hours, and will alter lights to give westbound cars more green lights in the morning. Automating the process further allows the machine to track traffic patterns as they change with time, seasons, or infrastructure changes. If a road closure increases traffic volume along an adjacent roadway, the machine will be able to independently alter traffic light duration, rather than relying on city planners to notice problems and make changes. Although use in traffic functions is a simple example, it demonstrates the potential for AI to save time and money on labor-intensive tasks, freeing up resources. Applications of AI to mammography hold the same potential for increased efficiency and decreased costs.

Deep learning is a sub-type of machine learning that requires significantly greater computing power and produces more reliable results. Where machine learning generally utilizes only one or two middle layers, deep learning features numerous additional middle layers. Deep learning mimics the human brain, in that each middle layer acts as a set of connections between neurons—the more layers, the more intricate the machine’s reasoning (15). Think of deep learning as a massive flow chart. Each conclusion the machine arrives at leads to a separate question; eventually, the machine will arrive at one final answer from among a potentially infinite number of competing outcomes. Similar to the human brain, the machine may not use every reasoning step it is capable of in making a particular decision; it uses only those layers necessary, depending on what reasoning steps the machine takes along the way. The more layers the machine travels through in answering a particular question, the “deeper” the machine’s reasoning.

Unfortunately, the more layers the machine has, the more difficulty humans have in retracing and following the logic of the machine’s conclusion, resulting in what is referred to as the “black box” problem: as a program becomes more autonomous, its algorithms become less intelligible to users, even the original programmers (4). As a result, these middle layers are considered “hidden”—not because of uncertainty regarding their presence, but because there is no reliable way to track the machine’s progress through these layers of reasoning as data is processed. Tracking layers in AI is similar to trying to track a human’s reasoning processes by observing neurons in the brain. It is relatively simple to show which neurons fire and in which order when a person is given a simple reasoning problem. It is entirely more difficult to explain how each fired neuron alters an individual’s overall thought process (10). At least for now, the black box problem makes it nigh impossible

¹ Note: diagnostic accuracy is also dependent on the machine’s training dataset being representative of the population the machine is being asked to address. Some populations may have higher occurrence rates for particular diseases, or may manifest conditions differently. If the machine is not appropriately trained for the target population, it may prove unreliable in application.
for radiologists or programmers to rationalize the outcomes of a deep learning program (14). Nevertheless, the programming applied in complex AI has proven extremely useful and accurate in a wide variety of applications.

A type of algorithm known as a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) implements the deep learning model, but “with the explicit assumption that the inputs are images” (15). “The ability for CNNs to learn complex spatial relationships and subtle and intricate pixel-based patterns makes them a perfect tool for learning from control and ‘teaching’ style inputs of radiologic images” (16). CNNs have been implemented in various contexts of the digital world. Pinterest developed a program dubbed PinSage to map images uploaded to its servers, classify them based on content type, and draw connections based on user interests. The result is a comprehensive search feature that combines search terms and previously clicked images to provide users with a personalized content feed (17). Google applies deep learning to image analytics and enhancement, allowing the system to “fill in or restore missing details in images, simply by learning from what’s already there in the image, as well as what it’s learned from other, similar images” (18). Image-based AI is increasingly common and, as AI programming capabilities advance, increasingly complex.

In summary, AI, machine learning, and deep learning are interrelated, but not synonymous. At a base level, AI is a human-programmed computer designed for simple tasks requiring human skill. The next step up is machine learning, or programs that are able to modify themselves when provided with new data. Finally, deep learning models are subsets of machine learning that exponentially increase the machine’s accuracy, thanks to numerous additional layers of reasoning and larger datasets. Successful AI medical diagnostic systems of the caliber stipulated by this note must utilize all three of these concepts to deliver the degree of accuracy necessary for quality treatment.

Historical review of breast cancer and mammography

During the nineteenth century, diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer was more a matter of physician preference rather than a unified scientific approach (19). Mammography fundamentally altered medicine’s approach by providing what would ultimately prove to be a universally accepted method of preventative care (19). The roots of mammography stem from as early as 1913, when surgeon Albert Salomon first demonstrated the potential for radiography to distinguish carcinomas from healthy tissue (20). Seventeen years later, radiologist Stafford Warren tested a method of stereoscopic mammography on patients immediately prior to mastectomies. While preoperative clinical diagnoses for the patients were relatively uncertain, Warren found his early radiographic technique to be “often very definite and most frequently correct”, with interpretive errors made in only eight of 119 cases (20).

In addition to the discovery of the strong correlation between radiographically visible microcalcifications (tiny calcium deposits within the breast) and the occurrence of breast cancer, the 1950s saw the first implementation of analog (X-ray) film in mammography. As interest in the potential for early breast cancer diagnosis grew, organizations such as the American College of Radiology and the Cancer Control Program of the U.S. Public Health Service hosted conferences to evaluate mammography potential, and established training centers across the country. In 1963, the first needle localization was performed, allowing for improved biopsy accuracy and less invasive, “smarter” surgical removal of lesions (21). The first dedicated screen-film mammography system designed specifically for breast imaging was produced in 1973 in response to growing demand for screening.

Mammography experienced another significant advancement in the early 2000s when digital mammography became possible (22,23). Although both film and digital methods utilize X-rays, digital techniques reduce the radiation dose received by the patient (24). More importantly, digital imaging opened the door to long-term improvements in diagnostic care by permitting the aggregation of mammography results into training datasets for use in machine learning algorithms. Digital methods enable radiologists to enlarge and focus images during evaluation, resulting in the first computer programs specifically designed to assist physicians with image diagnosing.

The use of programming in diagnosing has been applied to the field of radiology since the 1960s as a method to assist in the detection of subtle signs of cancer or other abnormalities (25,26). Computer-aided detection (CADe) was first approved for clinical use in 1998 by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (25), and became more widely implemented following its approval for reimbursement by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) in 2002 (25,27). CADe was intended as an assistive program that would flag abnormalities for review by a radiologist. Early iterations focused on a system of supervised learning
in which radiologists prepare a training set of radiologic images and use data labels to identify the sections of the images that indicate abnormalities (25). The learning is considered supervised because radiologists specifically pair the diagnosis corresponding to each type of abnormality, leaving no room for the machine to independently identify indicators of either image abnormalities or diagnoses. Programmers then “train” the machine by feeding the paired images and resultant diagnoses into the machine. New images not included in the original training dataset are then used to test the diagnostic accuracy of the program. The machine searches the test image for any of the image abnormalities identified by the radiologists in the training dataset images (25). If the machine locates any matching traits, the machine flags the relevant portion of the image and notes any probable corresponding diagnosis for review by the radiologist.

CADe is premised upon a “double reading” system (meaning two radiologists review each mammogram) in which the program brings any detected abnormalities to the attention of the radiologist, who then evaluates abnormalities significance to determine whether further clinical steps are necessary (26). The double reading system is central to the radiologic standard of care in Europe, where it has been widely recognized as decreasing unnecessary recall and biopsy rates while increasing cancer detection (25). As of 2016, some form of CADe was implemented in 92% of all screening mammograms conducted in the U.S. (25).

Professionals give CADe mixed reviews (8). One study reports that CADe increases detection of small invasive cancers by 164% and detects cancer an average of 5.3 years earlier (26). Although CADe increases the amount of radiologist time required to evaluate a mammogram by an estimated 19%, many argue the benefits render the increase negligible (28). Other studies show no significant difference in radiologist performance when CADe is used (29,30). Another study found that out of 4,191 case reviews by radiologists utilizing CADe software as a double reader, the radiologists altered their diagnosis in only 100 cases (2.4%); the study “found no correlation between (the radiologist’s) mammography interpretation experience and the addition of CADe leading to an improvement in sensitivity” (30).

Some suggest that CADe may actually increase error likelihood (31). Across the board, however, findings point to the true weakness of CADe: it is only as reliable as the radiologist(s) reviewing the program’s findings. “Despite important advances in mammography technology, the sensitivity of (digital mammography) is still below optimal levels and varies between readers” (8). CADe’s dependence on pre-programmed parameters for detecting abnormalities further weakens it as a diagnostic tool.

CADe’s inherent constraints have encouraged exploration of CADx (computer-aided diagnosis, a form of machine learning) using unsupervised learning whereby the machine is fed a series of images with their corresponding diagnoses. The images in the training data set do not, however, contain any data labels telling the program what traits of the image data indicate abnormalities. Instead, the machine independently identifies abnormality image traits by aggregating the images from particular diagnoses and looking for correlations. For example, a machine might be fed 1,000 mammogram images, 500 of which reveal microcalcifications. Unlike in supervised learning/CADe, programmers do not identify the calcified areas within the breast image. Instead, the machine is left to process the images for commonalities. In theory, the machine becomes “trained” to identify microcalcifications, allowing it to perform similar diagnoses on actual patients.

Newer methods of mammography are unlikely to revolutionize diagnostic care in the realm of breast cancer, reinforcing radiologists’ hopes for AI. Newer methods of breast analysis have entered clinical testing, one such recent entry being tomosynthesis. Whereas mammography creates an image of a single 2D slice of breast tissue, tomosynthesis creates what is essentially an interactive 3D model of the breast, increasing the radiologist’s ability to identify potential abnormalities (32). Early studies suggest tomosynthesis may reduce recall rates by 15–20% (31). Despite potential to be more accurate than mammography, tomosynthesis also approximately doubles reading time without eliminating potential for errors (30). Other new mammography techniques currently under testing face similar barriers. Although alternatives to mammography may marginally increase diagnostic accuracy beyond

---

1 In this example a machine would only be trained to diagnose an image as either positive or negative for microcalcifications. Reliable machine learning would require a significantly larger and more diverse population of training images to be capable of diagnosing the variety of abnormalities typical of mammograms.

2 Other alternatives include galactography, scintimammography, thermography, ultrasound, and MRI.
current standards, every alternative builds upon current
digital diagnostic standards. If programmers account for
differences in imaging methods (such as mammogram
vs. tomosynthesis, slice thickness, image resolution,
etc.), then AI should be capable of evaluating radiologic
image outputs from any number of diagnostic methods,
rendering performance distinctions between breast analysis
methods marginal when used in conjunction with machine
diagnosing (33).

Applying AI to mammography

Although the potential of deep learning techniques in
medical diagnosing garnered interest in the 1960s around
the same time as CADe, early implementation attempts
failed for a variety of reasons. Advanced image-processing
methods were not developed until decades later. Even
had they been available, computers lacked the capabilities
necessary for processing the thousands of images essential
to true deep learning techniques. As noted earlier, only
recently have large quantities of digital mammograms
become available for use in data sets. Now that computer
systems, programming, and data availability are crossing
the threshold from possibility into reality, the questions
surrounding AI diagnosing are shifting toward the
ramifications posed by clinical use.

Not all researchers investigating AI’s application to
mammography approach the endeavor with identical
conceptions of clinical implementation. One potential
application is triage diagnosing, where AI targets
elimination of easily spotted negatives from the pool of
mammograms (34). The machine would assume 60–70%
of the workload, clearing out the easy cases and allowing
radiologists to focus efforts on more complex, time-
consuming mammograms. One advantage of triage
diagnosing is that it presumably reduces the risk of
misdiagnoses, since the more difficult cases are handled by
radiologists. Note that this method assumes the machine’s
capability of distinguishing cases by difficulty level.

Alternatively, many researchers envision a “complete”
AI diagnosing system in which AI evaluates every
mammogram, completely eliminating the approximately 37
million mammograms performed annually in the U.S. from
radiologists’ workload (5). Although complete diagnosing
may be the end result of a viable machine diagnosing system,
any AI implementation in the near future would more likely
be on a triage basis until efficacy is demonstrated. AI may
also have more immediate applications to automated breast
density assessments, which have a significant impact on
mammogram accuracy (8).

It should be noted that although an AI might be capable
of arriving at a medical conclusion, from a legal perspective
an AI diagnostic tool cannot make a diagnosis. The medical
profession is highly regulated, partially through state
licensure boards. If a physician does not receive a license
to practice by a state licensing board, then that physician
cannot legally practice medicine anywhere within the
jurisdiction. An unlicensed individual or business could not
provide AI mammogram services to the public, and as of
yet a machine cannot independently become licensed. As a
result, there will always be a licensed individual or facility
behind the AI services being provided, even if the AI is held
out as the diagnosing entity. One solution used in China is
to have medical AI programs pass state medical exams and
thereby obtain “medical licenses” (35). AI medical licensing
allows the program to be “disbarred” after a certain number
of errors, without being associated with a licensed human.
Regardless, references to an AI diagnosis contained within
this note are made from a purely medical perspective, and
presume AI use under a valid medical license.

Despite the admirable goals behind AI research,
inconclusive evidence regarding efficacy may cause
hesitancy. “If the sensitivity for detection of lesions by computer
would be lower than the average sensitivity of physicians, it would
be difficult to justify the use of automated computer diagnosis” (26).
Doubts have prompted exploration of alternatives to correct
mammogram misdiagnosing, one of which is increased
readership; rather than having each mammogram read by
one radiologist, have it evaluated by two. Double-reader
solutions are unlikely to prove viable in the U.S. for two
reasons, the first being the significant increase in hours
dedicated to evaluating mammograms. More significantly,
some evidence suggests that increasing readership may
not decrease misdiagnoses. A study pitting human against
machine concluded: “An estimated 16–31% of detectable cancers
are missed when screening mammograms are reviewed by a single
radiologist. With a second reader, three to eleven additional cancers
are found per 10,000 women screened. This is why the focus has
been on CAD, rather than additional radiologist viewings, for
increased sensitivity to detectable cancers” (28).

Growing evidence suggests that AI diagnosing may be
approaching the level of diagnostic accuracy necessary for
practice integration. Google’s endeavors into AI present one
such example. Researchers from Google Health recently
undertook the creation of an AI model using a training
dataset of mammograms from the U.K. and U.S. Upon
testing, the machine reduced false positive rates by 1.2% in the U.K. and almost 5.6% in the U.S., and reduced false negatives by 2.7% and 9.4% respectively⁴ (36).

Even more importantly, the team overcame the obstacle of data transferability. A consistent concern regarding AI has been whether a machine trained on mammograms from one geographic locale would maintain diagnostic accuracy when applied to another locale. The Google team tested this theory by retraining the machine using strictly U.K. mammograms, and then testing it on U.S. mammograms. The machine achieved “3.5% less false positives and 8.1% less false negatives than the doctors” (36).

Transferability is important because an indirect benefit of AI diagnosing is increased preventative care in underserved or overburdened communities (37). The risk lies in applying the machine’s algorithms to populations it has not been trained on, because populations may vary in the symptoms and predispositions to certain afflictions. For example, sickle cell anemia is more common among individuals of African American, Mediterranean, and Central American descent than any other ethnicity (38). Transferability becomes especially crucial for implementing AI diagnostic tools in underserved regions of the world where limited or nonexistent mammography records preclude machine training on local data⁵.

Another important consideration is the “locking” of AI learning functions after the AI has been sufficiently trained. Functionally, locking the program means that once programmers determine the machine has a sufficient amount of training data for a particular function, the machine’s learning capacity is frozen so that the machine’s diagnosing parameters do not continue to alter (39). Locking might prove necessary to obtain FDA approval for market usage because a product needs to perform consistently at the same level during market use as it did during trial testing.

AI locking would be counterproductive and defeat the policy rationales behind AI. AI’s promise is not only to excel beyond human capability in diagnosing disease, but to continue improving accuracy as its operations process more data. Requiring repeated locking would eliminate or at least delay this adaptive advantage. To maintain constantly improving diagnostic systems, manufacturers would be required to lock a program, obtain additional radiologic images to supplement the machine’s existing training dataset, obtain a new FDA pre-market approval, and then reissue the new AI to providers. Each of these steps entails a lengthy and highly regulated process that justifies placing AI machines outside traditional FDA rules. Instead, AI-specific guidelines should be developed to ensure oversight while allowing AI to grow as a medical tool.

The FDA recognizes the need for reimagined regulatory oversight of AI tools that embraces AI potential while ensuring patient safety. One approach explored by the FDA is an assessment of the “culture of quality and organizational excellence of a particular company” so as to obtain “reasonable assurance of the high quality of their software development, testing, and performance monitoring of their products” (39). In theory, reassurance regarding the quality of an organization and their product would leave the FDA more inclined to relax pre-market approval standards and approve AI tools without a locking requirement⁶. With the FDA playing an active role in adjusting the regulatory framework to account for expanding technological capabilities, it is possible that a new framework may be rolled out to specifically accommodate AI.

**Med-mal in the context of mammography**

This section focuses on conveying the current legal framework and standards for med-mal adjudication in the U.S. Med-mal is a specific area of negligence tort law

---

⁴Although not explicitly considered by the study, the differential results between the U.K. and U.S. are potentially explained by the fact that standard U.K. mammography screening procedures involve a double-reader evaluation with disputes potentially resulting in a third reader, whereas standard U.S. protocol typically involves interpretation by only one radiologist, resulting in potential U.K. procedural superiority for mammography evaluation. National screening programs implemented by the European Union and greater access to patient data provide additional advantages over the U.S. model. See (36).

⁵Because most large-scale AI diagnosing studies in radiology are relatively recent, none seem to focus as of yet on applications of the same machine to underserved regions of the world that currently have limited to nonexistent availability of preventative care. The author is unaware of any study specifically addressing the question of data transferability between industrialized nations and underserved regions.

⁶FDA considerations currently do not represent guidance, proposed, or final regulatory expectations, and are solely aimed at soliciting feedback from the public regarding future regulatory action.
that serves to compensate individuals harmed by medical practitioners. Negligence is defined as “conduct which falls below the standard established by law for the protection of others against unreasonable risk of harm” (40). The U.S. differs from many other countries in that the standards for med-mal are largely determined by individual states. These standards were originally created principally by court precedent, but within the last 30 years have been increasingly established by state legislation (41). While historically the split between federal and state legislative action resulted in varying standards across jurisdictions for med-mal claims, today a relatively uniform standard exists.

Rationales of the tort system

A tort is “a civil wrong, other than breach of contract, for which a remedy may be obtained, usually in the form of damages” (42). The tort system is a collection of laws enabling injured persons to seek remedies from the party that caused the injury. Judgments against defendants usually result in compensatory damages (financial compensation intended to repair any damage done to the injured party), and in rare circumstances punitive damages (financial compensation punishing the defendant for outrageous conduct and intended to deter repetition of the same conduct by any member of society) (43). Med-mal falls under the auspices of assault and battery, two of the common wrongs encompassed by tort law.

Tort law relies heavily on the reasonable person standard to determine whether the defendant’s conduct was negligent. The reasonable person is a legal fiction created to represent the average individual, and does not reflect the preferences or characteristics of the specific defendant. Additionally, the reasonable person standard is not a simple formula; it is a flexible, fact-intensive evaluation used by courts to determine the “kind and degree of care, which prudent and cautious men would use, such as is required by the exigency of the case, and such as is necessary to guard against probable danger” (44). The purpose of the reasonable person standard is to ensure that each individual within society is held to the same standard of care. Oliver Wendell Holmes explains “the standards of the law are standards of general application … when men live in society, a certain average of conduct, a sacrifice of individual peculiarities going beyond a certain point, is necessary to the general welfare” (45). Thus, the law will hold every radiographer to the standard of the average radiographer, but will not punish the average radiographer for performing below the standard of highest-caliber radiologists.

Society’s system of legal requirements and policies is also built around incentivizing individuals to act responsibly. To that end, society imposes a system of fault liability to enforce accountability for wrongdoing in cases of med-mal. When a physician’s failure to exercise due care directly leads to a patient’s injury, the physician is responsible for making the plaintiff whole again. Fault liability requires a plaintiff to prove that the defendant’s injury-causing conduct was either intentional or negligent (43). Fault liability is premised on agency, control, and foreseeability; the law will impose liability on the responsible party if the defendant acted of his own volition, and the resultant injury to the plaintiff could have been anticipated by a reasonable person (4). Although the system is partially retroactive in nature, the law is also preemptive in the sense that by punishing one physician for a particular error, the court seeks to discourage that same behavior in all physicians. By punishing individuals for actions over which they have control, the med-mal system encourages higher quality medical care and fairly apportions liability to any wrongdoers. If the defendant was justified in his action, or has an affirmative defense such as self-defense, then a plaintiff may either be unable to recover, or will receive a reduced recovery. Similarly, a finding of contributory negligence in which the plaintiff contributed to the injury may reduce or void a recovery depending on the extent of the plaintiff’s negligence.

Conversely, strict liability allows for the imposition of liability on a party without a showing of fault, such as intent, knowledge, recklessness, or negligence (4). Instead, plaintiffs need only demonstrate that the tort occurred, and that the defendant caused the injury. Situations deemed inherently dangerous typically involve strict liability, such as consumer product liability, keeping wild animals, and ultrahazardous activities such as explosives demolition (46). The differences in bargaining power and knowledge between the patient and the provider in such cases is given greater weight than other situations, such as med-mal claims. Inequalities of information and bargaining power, coupled with increased potential for severe injury, merit the heightened strict liability burden on defendants when injury does occur.

Legal standards in a med-mal claim

For a plaintiff to prevail on a med-mal claim, a claimant must prove four conditions: duty, breach, causation, and loss. Three of these conditions are relatively simple, and are discussed only briefly here. Duty requires the plaintiff
to prove that the particular medical provider named as a defendant had a legal obligation to provide care to the injured patient. Despite a few caveats, duty is generally presumed when a physician assumes a patient’s care. Causation requires demonstration of a direct connection between the defendant’s alleged misconduct and the patient’s injury. Claims involving injuries not immediately caused by a provider but nonetheless reasonably traceable to the provider’s actions are also often allowed under a theory of proximate causation. Loss, or compensatory damages, are calculated at the conclusion of a med-mal claim and are generally easy to establish. Losses include a combination of medical bills, lost earnings and earning capacity, pain and suffering, and other types of damages resulting from the injury. Punitive damages are exceedingly rare in med-mal recoveries and are reserved for only the most egregious cases of physician misconduct (47). Note that sub-standard care by a provider does not always equate with med-mal.

“A competent physician is not liable per se for a mere error of judgment, mistaken diagnosis or the occurrence of an undesirable result” (48). For a patient to have an actionable med-mal claim, the provider must not only have deviated from the accepted standard of care, but that deviation must also have caused injury to the patient.

For the purposes of analyzing liability in connection with AI services, the primary element of a med-mal claim is breach—a violation by the provider of a legal duty to adhere to a professional standard of care. The standard of care is a set of guidelines specifying the appropriate or required treatment methods for a given condition based on medical research and professional practice. As the standard of care became accepted as a metric for determining provider liability, many jurisdictions adopted the “locality rule” and compared physicians against other “similarly situated professionals in their community” (41). In theory, the locality standard protected physicians in rural and underdeveloped communities against mandated conformity with standards practiced at urban centers, where access to modern facilities and the latest medical research was more readily available.

An 1880 ruling by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts in Small v. Howard is often credited with the first use of the locality rule (49). Critics argue that the subsequent standardization of training and licensing rendered the locality rule moot. In order to protect the medical profession at large against “claims based on failure to achieve contracted outcomes”, groups such as the American Medical Association played a significant role in the development of standards for the evaluation of medical care (50). Organizations such as the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education, the American Board of Medical Specialties, and state medical boards enforce a degree of uniformity within the medical community. As of 2014, only five states are believed to still implement some form of the locality rule, with the remainder now adhering to a national standard evaluating what a reasonable physician would do under like circumstances without a geographic consideration (41). Additionally, “hindsight cannot form the basis for evaluating the conduct and judgment of the treating physicians at the time their professional judgment was exercised” (51). The increasing digital connectivity of society and the ease with which professionals may stay up to date with medical advances further weaken rationales behind the locality rule (41).

The distinction between the national and locality standards plays a crucial role in setting jurisdictional standards of care. A locality standard state lagging behind medical developments or resisting practice changes may have standards of care that differ from national standards, yet would be considered “standard” within that jurisdiction (52). Consider the following hypothetical:

“In 2020, double-reading of every mammogram becomes widely accepted among the states as necessary for reliable early detection of breast cancer in women. Mammographers in State X continue to generally maintain a single-reader system for analyzing mammograms”. Plaintiff P receives a mammogram in State X, which is read and diagnosed as negative by mammographer M. One month later Plaintiff P is diagnosed with breast cancer, and brings a civil suit in State X against mammographer M for failure to meet the double-reader standard of care. State X operates under the locality rule.

Plaintiff P will be unable to show deviation from the standard of care because general practice within the geographic region of State X is a single-reader system. Although the hypothetical overstates the likelihood of medical practitioners collectively lagging behind medical advances, it emphasizes the potential for physicians practicing substandard or different levels of care to set local practice standards (52). “Local practice patterns are no longer a consideration with respect to the skill, learning, and clinical competence of the physician” (52). Especially should AI diagnosing prove to be demonstrably superior to standard preventative care, AI presents a compelling argument for the complete elimination of the locality rule.

Trying to track legal precedent only further complicates the jobs of attorneys tasked with advising clients on the standards applicable to AI tools. Legal precedent can be
either binding or nonbinding (53). A prior case is legally binding if it is factually similar to the case at bar, i.e., under current consideration, and if the prior decision was issued by the same court or a superior court within the hierarchy in which the current case is being heard. All other precedent is non-binding, but may still be considered persuasive to the extent that courts are influenced by the legal arguments and conclusions made by other jurisdictions (53). The tiered nature of the U.S. judiciary makes predicting outcomes difficult, because the same case could be decided differently depending on the court in which the case is heard.

**Liability in a med-mal claim**

Hospitals and provider networks are often named as defendants in malpractice lawsuits in addition to individual physicians. Hospital and physician networks may be held liable for the malpractice of their employees on a theory called “respondeat superior”, literally meaning “let the master answer”. Because hospitals are better situated than patients to ensure that the standard of care is being met by the physicians employed to provide treatment, hospitals may be held liable for negligent acts when performed within the physician's scope of employment. Hospitals may also be directly sued for malpractice, without necessarily involving the physician (54). Additionally, hospitals and other network providers have a responsibility to use reasonable care in hiring, training, and supervising employees, as well as for maintaining adequate facilities.

In many states, the more common way of holding hospitals responsible for physician negligence is on a theory of agency by estoppel. Hospitals are increasingly employing physicians as independent contractors for medical services, rather than directly employing physicians on the hospital staff. Because employers have no right to control the performance of labor or services by independent contractors, hospitals technically are not liable for negligence performed by independent contractor physicians working on hospital premises (55). Courts recognize, however, that a patient arriving at a hospital for treatment may be unaware that the treating physician has no direct employment relationship with the hospital. Agency by estoppel allows a patient to recover from a hospital on the basis that the patient was given the impression that the treating physician was employed by, and acting on behalf of, the facility in which the services were performed. If the hospital “holds itself out to the public as a provider of medical services and … the patient looks to the hospital, as opposed to the individual practitioner, to provide competent medical care”, then the hospital may be liable under a theory of agency by estoppel (55).

Medical device manufacturers may also be exposed to liability if a product defect causes or contributes to a patient's injury. Patients injured by devices deemed “unreasonably dangerous by virtue of a physical flaw, a design defect, or a failure of the manufacturer to warn of the danger or instruct on the proper use of the product as to which the average consumer would not be aware” may recover directly from the manufacturer (56). A product is defectively designed “if the foreseeable risks of harm posed by the drug or medical device are sufficiently great in relation to its foreseeable therapeutic benefits” such that reasonable providers would not prescribe it to “any class of patients” (57). Warnings or instructions are inadequate if they fail to reasonably disclose risks “to prescribing and other health-care providers who are in a position to reduce the risks of harm” (57).

Not all medical products are vulnerable to suit, however; products or devices with pre-market approval by the FDA that comply with reporting and manufacturing standards receive limited immunity from liability for personal injury (58). “Device manufacturers who received FDA approval after extensive review want to avoid repeating the review process in the courts” (59). The administrative liability system reflects a governmental desire to avoid legal disincentives for exploring novel medical treatment methods, balanced against necessary justice for wrongfully injured patients. FDA approvals protect against certain claims regarding device performance, but will not shield manufacturers against claims establishing violations of other federal standards or regulations; misrepresentations during the FDA approval process may void limited immunity (60).

---

State supreme courts set binding precedent for all lower courts of that state, but will not be binding on other states. The federal judiciary is divided into three tiers: district courts, courts of appeals (divided into geographic circuits), and the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court sets binding precedent for all federal courts and, in some circumstances, for state courts as well. District courts follow the precedent of the Supreme Court and the circuit in which the district court sits. Circuit courts follow Supreme Court precedent, but need not follow the precedent of other circuit courts. See (53).
Although the FDA has approved CADe as a second-reader system, it is unclear whether a solo AI diagnosis tool might obtain similar approvals.

Medical devices are further protected from liability through what is known as the “learned intermediary doctrine”, which states that a trained healthcare professional, and not the product, makes ultimate care decisions for the patient. Hardware or construction defects remain the responsibility of the manufacturer, but liability for the end application of the product lies with the physician. It is therefore the provider’s duty to inform the patient of all risks associated with the product. Failure to do so generally leaves the provider, not the manufacturer, open to liability for any resultant injury.

**Determining the standard of care**

Establishing the standard of care usually requires testimony of at least one, often more, expert witnesses. Experts are individuals with specialized knowledge who can testify as to whether the provider met the relevant standard of care in their treatment of the patient. Experts testify as to the appropriate standard of care “through reference to a published standard, discussion of the described course of treatment with practitioners outside the District at seminars or conventions, or through presentation of relevant data” (61). Although experts will often disagree, the mere fact that the plaintiff’s expert may use a different approach is not considered a deviation from the recognized standard of medical care. Nor is the standard violated because the expert disagrees with a defendant as to what is the best or better approach in treating a patient. Medicine is an inexact science, and generally qualified physicians may differ as to what constitutes a preferable course of treatment. Such differences due to preference do not amount to malpractice (62).

Despite views among the AMA and medical professionals of juries as being “incompetent, antidoctor, (and) irresponsible in awarding damages to patients … several decades of systematic empirical research yields little support for these claims” (47). That said, negotiation of med-mal claims is based at least partly around lawyers’ notions of probable jury awards, leaving a significant portion of claim resolutions and final settlement amounts dependent on public perception (47). Unfortunately, public knowledge regarding breast cancer and mammography is lacking. Common misperceptions include beliefs that annual mammograms will always diagnose or prevent breast cancer, that only those with family histories need mammograms, and that any delay in diagnosis decreases survival odds (63). One study found “half of women favoured financial compensation for missed cancers even if the cancer was missed solely because of the failure rate of the test” (64). Another concluded, “Women overestimate their probability of dying of breast cancer by more than 20-fold and the value of screening mammography in reducing that risk by 100-fold” (65). Social emphasis paid to breast cancer without corresponding education encourages misinformation, entrenching high damage awards resulting from juror misperceptions of mammography (47).

Various efforts have been made to protect practitioners against frivolous lawsuits, one of the most prominent being statutes of limitations restricting plaintiffs’ ability to recover once a specified period of time has elapsed following the allegedly negligent treatment. The statute of limitations period varies by state but generally falls between 1 to 3 years, and is strictly enforced. Some jurisdictions toll the statute of limitations to begin running at the point when a plaintiff becomes aware of the malpractice in an effort to force prompt filing of claims without unjustly preventing compensation to injured patients. Contributory negligence by the plaintiff, such as failure to follow physician instructions or neglect of follow-up procedures, may bar recovery in part or in full when the plaintiff’s neglect is also a proximate cause of the injury (66). Statutes of limitation are the subject of significant criticism by those who consider them overly protective of the medical industry.

Many organizations promulgate Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs), “statements that include recommendations intended to optimize patient care” through uniform standards based on systematic review of medical literature and research (67). CPGs may be created or adopted by health insurance providers, health maintenance organizations, professional medical societies, state governments, and hospital networks. CPGs are not universally admissible in court proceedings because standards often conflict with one another and quickly become outdated through new medical research. Guidelines are also often biased depending on the promulgating agency. Groups without fiduciary obligations to patients, such as private health insurance and pharmaceutical companies, might use CPGs to favor corporate interests at the expense of the patient (41). Other CPGs specifically decline use for determining standards of care (68).

Regardless of the rule implemented by a given jurisdiction, various health care professionals are held to a heightened standard of care. These individuals are considered specialists by virtue of their more extensive training in particularized
fields. The American Board of Medical Specialties currently recognizes and certifies physicians in 24 distinct specialties, including neurology, anesthesiology, cardiology, ophthalmology, and radiology (69).

The standard of care in mammography, a subspecialty of radiology, is guided both by state common law statutes as well as by federal law. Any facility performing mammograms is required to meet the standards of the Mammography Quality Standards Act, passed by Congress in 1992. The Act includes minimum qualification requirements for practitioners, certification guidelines for acceptable radiologic equipment and mammography facilities, and policies for communication and storage of mammography results (70).

The standard of care in mammography is less defined than in other areas of medicine due to the fact that mammograms often appear to be inconclusive, with one in five cancers missed and frequent false positives (71). No court rulings have emerged as controlling for malpractice cases involving mammogram misdiagnoses, and consideration of negligence tends to turn on testimony by expert witnesses appealing to juror perceptions. Accordingly, delays in diagnosis have become one of the leading considerations in U.S. breast cancer-related med-mal claims. Such diagnosis-related delays encompass both greater turnaround time between a patient having a mammogram and the radiologist providing analysis results, and delayed treatment due to failure to identify cancer in the mammogram. One study analyzed 370 breast cancer med-mal cases from 2005 to 2015, and found delay in diagnosis to be the “most common reason for alleged negligence, cited in 79% of cases” (72). Whether a plaintiff suffered increased harm due to delay is almost universally a question of fact submitted for determination by the jury.

Other leading factors included deviation from the standard of care (60%); improper test and imaging interpretation (39%); delayed treatment (28%); failure to order a biopsy (23%); wrongful death (21%); failure to refer to a surgeon (13%); and lack of informed consent (8%)8 (72). Radiology and mammography are frequently among the specialties and procedures most often involved in med-mal claims, resulting in defensive medicine and fewer radiologists willing to evaluate mammography results. Waivers of liability, unnecessary supplemental care and follow-up procedures, excessive referrals, reduced or refused care, and avoidance behaviors are all evidence of defensive medicine driven by practitioners’ fear of malpractice actions (73).

### AI and the modern malpractice framework

The current medicolegal framework is incapable of justly assigning liability in cases of injury resulting from AI misdiagnoses. As discussed earlier, modern liability standards are founded on principles of agency, control, and foreseeability: a party capable of predicting and preventing an avoidable harm is responsible for compensating an injured party to whatever degree necessary to remedy the harm done (4). AI diagnosing presents a range of complications that will prove difficult to resolve through current notions of liability. If the justice system’s aim is to assign liability only to parties with insight into and control over the negative outcome, then it is difficult to justify apportionment of liability to AI users who lack control over the ultimate “black box” diagnosis. Questions of liability similarly cloud the malpractice formula. Distribution of liability amongst numerous handlers when no single party provides the diagnosis complicates court analysis. More importantly, it is difficult to measure violations of the standard of care in the context of untested AI tools. Existing legal theories exemplify some consideration of these issues, but not to the degree requisite for providing courts with a clear set of standards for evaluating claims and apportioning liability.

### The black box dilemma

The lack of AI law and legal precedent within the current med-mal system would render any assignments of liability for AI error irresponsible and uninformed. The recognition that AI’s current nature as a black box precludes post hoc rationalizations of diagnoses presents the foremost obstacle to AI’s integration into existing notions of liability. For AI to be incorporated into the existing medicolegal structure, recovery must be based on traditional tort principles. Yet the professed advantage of AI, and indeed one of the fundamental drivers behind AI’s implementation in diagnostic radiology, is AI’s freedom

---

8 A Plaintiff in a med-mal case may allege multiple reasons for a negative outcome; thus, one med-mal case may involve claims of delay in diagnosis, delayed treatment, and wrongful death. The referenced study considered all such allegations in the 370 cases evaluated, and therefore the factor percentages cited will not total to 100%.
from human presuppositions. Concepts of agency, control, and foreseeability collapse when attempting to apportion liability for decisions made by a black box device. “The more autonomy machines achieve, the more tenuous becomes the strategy of attributing and distributing legal responsibility for their behavior to human beings” (74).

Yavar Bathaee succinctly explains the implications of analyzing AI liability under the tort system’s intent-based approach: “the implications of this inability to understand the decision-making process of AI are profound for intent and causation tests, which rely on evidence of human behavior to satisfy them. These tests rely on the ability to find facts as to what is foreseeable, what is causally related, what is planned or expected, and even what a person is thinking or knows … If an AI program is a black box, it will make predictions and decisions as humans do, but without being able to communicate its reasons for doing so … This also means that little can be inferred about the intent or conduct of the humans that created or deployed the AI, since even they may not be able to foresee what solutions the AI will reach or what decisions it will make” (10).

Application of the tort system to AI would not only disserve the justice system, but might have reverberating effects on how society views liability for injury without demonstrable intent or causality at play.

A more thorough consideration of liability informs understanding of the black box dilemma. Every medical procedure involves numerous potential actors: hospitals or clinics providing facilities and medical professionals; physicians performing the procedure; support staff assisting physicians; manufacturers supplying medical equipment; and administrators employed by hospitals, insurance providers, and other associated entities. In instances of malpractice, the sheer number of individuals and entities involved in a patient’s medical care may leave plaintiffs uncertain who to sue.

Plaintiffs have increasingly turned to “shotgun” suits as a method for overcoming uncertainty10. In a shotgun suit, attorneys name any and all of the potentially liable parties mentioned above as defendants to the med-mal action. Filing a complaint allows plaintiffs to obligate production of specified records through subpoena power, and shotgun suits minimize the risk that a plaintiff will discover negligent defendants after the statute of limitations date has passed. Not every party sued in a shotgun suit is liable; many are dismissed during discovery and before settlement is even discussed. Shotgun suits might balance the playing field for plaintiffs fighting against filing deadlines and uncooperative physicians, but they also result in unnecessary legal expenses for the non-liable parties. In an ideal world, plaintiffs save time and legal fees by suing only the responsible parties. Given the admittedly limited to nonexistent control physicians, hospitals, or even AI manufacturers exert over the machine’s diagnosing, it may be unreasonable to hold them liable when an error surfaces.

**Physician liability for AI error**

Despite physicians’ stereotypically frontline role in med-mal suits, assigning liability for AI errors to individual physicians would be irrational. Standard med-mal claims name individual physicians as defendants, generally targeting doctors who had personal involvement in the patient’s treatment. According to current mammography procedures, the radiologist who read the patient’s mammogram would reasonably expect to be named as a defendant when the patient has a negative outcome. Conversely, AI presents no figure clearly deserving of blame. The technician who administered the mammogram? The staffer who uploaded the image to the machine? The physician or family doctor who conveys the results to the patient? Keeping in mind that our analysis assumes perfection of test administration and consideration of all relevant clinical and familial factors, none of these parties truly play any role in the misdiagnosis itself.

Patients generally obtain mammograms and other forms of preventative care at their primary care provider’s direction, but the actual screening is performed by clinicians performing a physical exam and obtaining family history, and then administering the actual mammogram. Clinical technicians, nurses, and administrators in clinical imaging centers similarly play little to no role in diagnosing, and short of forwarding the image results to the radiologist or conveying diagnoses to patients will not interact with the

---

9 Some academics such as Yavar Bathaee ultimately conclude not only that post hoc rationalizations of AI decision-making are nigh impossible, but that AI intent tests can only rarely be adequately satisfied for assigning liability. See (10).

10 “Shotgun” suits take their namesake from birdshot, a type of shotgun ammunition used by bird hunters. Rather than attempt to hit one bird with a single bullet, hunters fire a spray of small pellets that hit anything moving, allowing hunters to potentially down multiple birds with a single shot.
results. Radiographers administering the mammogram likely have no say in what method is used by radiologists to evaluate the mammogram, and may not even be aware if AI plays any role in the process. Normally, mammograms are sent to radiologists for diagnosis and are returned to referring clinicians or the primary care provider. If AI diagnosing is implemented, there may never be a radiologist connected to the actual mammogram, leaving only primary care providers or clinicians involved in the test.

It should be noted that if AI is implemented as a double-reader where both a machine and a radiologist evaluate an image, the radiologist’s liability will not be decreased by virtue of the machine’s involvement. Any image reviewed by the radiologist will be accompanied by traditional standards of care expectations. Using AI as a second reader, even where AI is presumed to be more accurate and reliable than a human radiologist, will not eliminate expectations the med-mal system places upon the radiologist.

**Hospital liability for AI error**

Hospitals should be prepared to retain a portion of liability for negative outcomes resulting from AI misdiagnoses. In theory, a network utilizing AI diagnosing might be held liable for failure to exercise due care in selecting AI “employees”. Hospitals would assert that they cannot be expected to demonstrate due care to screen AI when, practically, there is no way for the hospital to evaluate the machine’s methods. Knowledge of the machine’s reliability will often fall to representations by the manufacturer, and perhaps a sample set of tests confirmed by network staff. Functionally, however, hospitals still have the capacity to test the AI efficacy prior to unilateral dependence on AI for mammography reading, such as by implementing AI as a double-reader during a trial period. It is likely hospitals will retain some degree of responsibility for appropriate screening of AI diagnostic tools.

There are, however, strong policy rationales discouraging applications of strict liability to healthcare providers for AI error. Strict liability is justified on the basis that actors are engaged in inherently dangerous conduct, and are aware of the liability, legal framework, and standards surrounding their actions. Yet health care providers lack a cohesive set of standards governing AI use in medical image diagnosing. Furthermore, strict liability may only further deter innovation by small market participants. Fortune 500 corporations such as Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and IBM already “account for 40% of open AI positions” in the job market (75). Strict liability for AI injuries “would favor established and well-capitalized participants in the field and erect significant barriers to entry and innovation” (10).

Hospitals are the foremost area in which new medical technology is tested, and will likely be the modus for the first widespread AI implementation. Each of the top five hospitals in the 2019–2020 Best Hospitals Honor Roll (76) are currently exploring potential medical AI applications, ranging from automated immunotherapy and molecular sequencing at the Mayo Clinic Center to advanced patient management systems at Johns Hopkins Hospital (77). In 2016, Massachusetts General Hospital announced a partnership with NVIDIA for the on-site installation of a DGX-1 supercomputer, a deep learning machine valued at more than $129,000 (78). The program will be trained on the 10 billion medical images contained in the hospital database for applications in radiology and pathology (79). In the same year, the Cleveland Clinic Foundation announced a partnership with Microsoft to integrate Cortana into the Foundation’s eHospital program to “utilize predictive and advanced analytics to identify potential at-risk patients under ICU care” (80). CCF uses the eHospital program to expedite records access and remotely monitor and communicate with ICU patients across the main campus and three regional hospitals (81). Blanket liability would discourage research and development efforts like these, and render significant portions of current medical AI projects irrelevant (10).

Practically, the high likelihood of hospital liability leaves hospitals with two choices. The safe and likely popular option will be to retain large radiologist staffs and avoid AI until the surrounding medicolegal issues are resolved. Many smaller hospitals lack the financial resources to thoroughly test new technology and simultaneously cover resultant liability. A few hospitals will instead select the risky but potentially lucrative route of implementing AI. These hospitals will do so with the knowledge that lawsuits are virtually guaranteed, and the lack of precedent would leave hospitals at the mercy of the court and public opinion. From a policy perspective, assigning blanket liability to hospitals may stifle research and development in a field that arguably holds an important role in the future of medicine.

**Manufacturer liability for AI error**

Manufacturers will be one of the first groups plaintiffs target when AI-related injuries arise because plaintiffs may find it easier to apportion liability to the manufacturer responsible for programming and distributing the AI system. At least
as AI diagnosing stands currently, manufacturers are in the best position to understand why the machine arrives at certain conclusions. As compared against other defendants in a med-mal lawsuit, programmer/manufacturers are likely the most capable of analyzing and correcting causes of diagnostic errors. Even the small subset of programmers specializing in AI deep learning algorithmic models who are qualified to testify in court as expert witnesses would be hard pressed to rationalize a diagnosis, let alone in a way understandable to the average judge or juror.

The only possible description of such a model's decision-making is a mathematical one, but for lawyers, judges, juries, and regulators, an expert may be required to describe the model mathematically, and in many cases, even an expert is unlikely to be able to describe (mathematically or otherwise) how the model is making decisions or predictions, let alone translate that description for a regulator or fact finder (10).

Even were doctors and hospital personnel versed in the complicated programming involved in deep learning AI algorithms, manufacturers will almost certainly try to protect AI against tampering as a trade secret through product security, copyright and intellectual property protections, and nondisclosure agreements (82,83).

Despite the logic of holding manufacturers accountable for their products, there are various procedural safeguards (or loopholes, depending on perspective) that normally would shield manufacturers from lawsuits. Even if liability is assigned to manufacturers by the courts or through legislative action, it would not be under a med-mal framework. Lawsuits against medical device manufacturers are not traditionally med-mal claims, and instead are brought under a theory of defective device design focused on whether or not the product was reasonably safe. As discussed earlier, defective design claims are subject to an entirely different legal and regulatory framework, and manufacturers with FDA approval for medical AI machines may be partially or entirely shielded from liability.

AI's nature as a software product further complicates holding AI manufacturers liable for patient injuries caused by inaccurate or erroneous diagnoses. Courts have readily attributed liability to manufacturers where the injury was directly related to a physical component of the device (84). Medical software, on the other hand, is considered “technology that helps healthcare providers make decisions by providing them with information or analysis” (85). Based on the learned intermediary doctrine, the medical software distinction places medical decisions firmly in the court of healthcare professionals utilizing the product. The learned intermediary doctrine, however, would be difficult to rationalize in the context of AI diagnosing where a machine, rather than a human individual, produces a diagnostic conclusion. Neither FDA approvals nor the learned intermediary doctrine clearly apply to diagnostic AI products, leaving manufacturers facing the same uncertain liability exposure confronting service providers. Increased products liability may be the logical direction courts turn when human physicians play decreased roles in product usage and patient diagnosing.

**Legal process for an AI-related med-mal claim**

Revolutionary technology such as AI defies the standard of care measure around which our medicolegal system is built. It is a given that machine diagnosing tools will not be 100% accurate—there are going to be mistakes. Despite relatively low percentages of injured patients bringing lawsuits (only an estimated 1 in 25 patients with a viable claim brings suit), malpractice claims are inevitable from among the misdiagnosed patients (47). Even assuming 100% AI accuracy, there will still remain a number of baseless suits that must traverse the legal process (86). Under the existing med-mal framework, defendants will be burdened with demonstrating that the machine met the standard of care, despite the alleged misdiagnosis.

The difficulty that will be faced by AI manufacturers and medical providers, and which has also impeded many other revolutionary medical practices, is the time lapse between the viability of a new practice and the practice becoming so widely accepted that it becomes the standard of care. Some estimates place the average lapse between new research and widespread professional acceptance at seventeen years (87).

Sometimes the acceptance period can be significantly longer, as discussed above in the history of mammography. Until AI diagnosing is widely accepted by the radiological community, AI’s first users will bear heightened liability for errors.

The lack of an expert witness equivalent for AI further highlights the inadequacies of the legal process for handling machine misdiagnoses. The black box problem precludes anyone, including original programmers, from testifying with certainty as to the machine’s rationale. Though several alternatives to expert testimony exist, each would represent a fundamental departure from traditional notions of the expert witness.

One option is to make a case-based example using the machine’s diagnostic history (88). In any med-mal claim alleging an AI misdiagnosis, the plaintiff will need to demonstrate the presence of indicators in the patient’s
breast images such that the breast cancer should have been diagnosed. To do so, the plaintiff will presumably summon expert witnesses to identify what sections of the breast images, in the professional’s opinion, indicate some form of abnormality that merits either a positive diagnosis or some form of clinical follow-up. Assuming the machine is pre-programmed with the capability to search its databank of breast images from previously diagnosed patients for traits similar to those identified by the plaintiff’s experts, the machine should be capable of presenting past cases similar to the plaintiff’s. Dubbed the “nearest neighbor” method, the AI is simply applying its image comparison capabilities to searching input features of previous cases to identify similarities (88). The machine’s accuracy in any similar cases may be determined by comparing the machine’s diagnoses against the patients’ outcomes. Comparing the machine’s gross accuracy in all previous similar cases will yield a measure of whether the plaintiff’s diagnosis was reasonable compared to similarly situated patients. Evidence that the machine’s reasoning was correct in most analogous cases may substantiate that the standard of care was met, replacing the role of expert witnesses for the defense.

The problem with this option is that the machine would, in theory, be playing the role of both defendant and expert witness. Rules of evidence at the state level vary by jurisdiction, but the Federal Rules of Evidence do not contain any formal prohibitions on a defendant serving as his own expert as long as the individual demonstrates sufficient “knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education” within the given field (89). Practically, however, doing so would present problems for the defense. The defendant is clearly biased, and the jury would certainly account for potential conflicts of interest. Rules of evidence might also obstruct admission of nearest neighbor testimony, depending on the jurisdiction. The nearest neighbor method additionally fails to overcome juror doubts of machine efficacy, as compared against human professionals. In the end, the nearest neighbor method might prove useful as supporting evidence and play a role in evaluating diagnostic efficacy, but may be less than ideal as a defendant’s substitute for expert witnesses.

Alternatively, the standard of care could be met by running the mammogram through several other AI diagnosing programs to demonstrate correlating results. AI “cross-testing” would require market presence of several distinct AI-based diagnostic tools with unique base learning datasets, thereby allowing each AI to arrive at different conclusions. If litigation arises in the first few years of AI implementation before various manufacturers have entered the medical arena, it is unlikely cross-testing will be an option for the first courts tasked with setting AI accountability standards since few alternative AI tools may be available. Using machines as experts further highlights the challenges of technological capabilities surpassing human physicians, a dilemma taken very seriously by medical professionals (90). Transitioning to a machine-based standard of care might be one step further than the courts, and perhaps even the medical community, are prepared to go (91).

A third option is to disregard the black box problem entirely and have AI programmers take the stand as expert witnesses to opine on the machine’s “rational” process. Although testimony by programmers might seem the most reasonable option, it should not satisfy the burden of proof required of expert testimony. Programmers’ inability to claim any degree of certitude regarding their professional opinion is unlikely to prove useful to judges or jurors who lack complex understanding of AI algorithmic functions. Another option is to have several radiologists evaluate the machine’s findings and either confirm or deny the results. Of course, AI diagnosing is justified on the basis that it transcends the image-reading skills of human radiologists. Evaluating AI diagnoses according to a human standard defeats the purpose of the expert witness and nullifies any benefits AI delivers to the medical profession.

Jurisdictions practicing the locality rule present a more localized obstacle to implementation of AI diagnostic methods. Until such a time as AI diagnostic tools become an obligatory component of preventative treatment, providers will retain the discretion to forego AI implementation. Providers will face a choice: either implement AI diagnosing, or wait for legal challenges to be resolved. If a majority of providers in a geographic area opt to “wait and see” what becomes of AI, the handful of providers utilizing AI services will be forced into the “minority locale”. Under the locality rule, these minority locales might face heightened liability solely because the providers in their town or state are not uniformly in support of AI. On the other hand, under a national standard experts may testify as to whether AI meets a broad national standard of care, protecting minority physicians against heightened liability.

**Looking to the future—addressing the malpractice model’s gaps**

Although AI implementation in health care is still in its...
early phases, the AMA has anticipated the complexities of incorporating technology into clinical practice. In 2018, the AMA issued a new policy committing the AMA to:

- Leverage its ongoing engagement in digital health and other priority areas for improving patient outcomes and physicians’ professional satisfaction to help set priorities for health care AI.
- Identify opportunities to integrate the perspective of practicing physicians into the development, design, validation, and implementation of health care AI.
- Promote development of thoughtfully designed, high-quality, clinically validated health care AI that:
  - Is designed and evaluated in keeping with best practices in user-centered design, particularly for physicians and other members of the health care team;
  - Is transparent;
  - Conforms to leading standards for predictable, constants in reproducibility;
  - Identifies and takes steps to address bias and avoids introducing or exacerbating health care disparities including when testing or deploying new AI tools on vulnerable populations; and
  - Safeguards patients’ and other individuals’ privacy interests and preserves the security and integrity of personal information.
- Encourage education for patients, physicians, medical students, other health care professionals, and health administrators to promote greater understanding of the promise and limitations of health care AI.
- Explore the legal implications of health care AI, such as issues of liability or intellectual property, and advocate for appropriate professional and governmental oversight for safe, effective, and equitable use of and access to health care AI.

Although AMA guidelines do not mandate particular policy actions regarding AI use in clinical care, they do inform considerations of the varied obligations of the medical community.

Machine diagnosing has the potential to provide significant health benefits, but will require proactive efforts by providers to address legal complications. The primary focus of every healthcare provider should not be on actions in court after a med-mal claim has been initiated, but should instead be on preventing patient injury. Preventative action serves the dual purpose of minimizing patient injury, and insulating providers against potential liability. The fact that no comparable legal cases or standards exist to guide evaluation of AI in health care only reinforces the importance of minimizing liability for providers.

Recognizing the varied commitments of the healthcare community and the lack of substantive court precedent, the following recommendations seek to guide AI implementation in health care in a manner which (I) upholds physicians’ obligations to patients; (II) minimizes provider liability; and (III) encourages the development and improvement of the medical profession in conformity with ethical obligations iterated by AMA policies.

**Educational programs for clinicians and the public**

A primary focus should be aggressive education campaigns providing information on how AI diagnosing works, its performance relative to radiologists, and the advantages its widespread application poses for society at large, along with increased education regarding breast cancer and the actual role mammography plays in early detection. Many individuals may hold negative perceptions of AI applications within the health field, fueled by a variety of sources—fear or misunderstanding of technology; distrust of machines due to pop-culture’s portrayals of AI; concern regarding quality of care; and even accusations that AI applications only serve physicians’ pocketbooks at patients’ expense. Even if AI misdiagnoses become less common than radiologist misdiagnoses, computer-driven injuries will draw more attention and public backlash (93). “Misunderstandings about what AI is and is not could fuel opposition to technologies with the potential to benefit everyone” (93). Educational programs will help assure current and future patients that the providers are meeting the standard of care, and that AI has the potential to not only meet, but to surpass the current standard of care in particular applications.

Educational programs have the added benefit of increasing general knowledge regarding the function of diagnostic tools, which could play a crucial role in correcting the flawed perceptions held by the “misinformed” juror (64). Barratt et al. suggest that the “enthusiastic way in which mammographic screening has been promoted, often with limited acknowledgement of the potential for both false negative and false positive results” has contributed to a common perception among women that mammography should identify cancer 100% of the time (64). The misinformation phenomenon is common around the world, and reflects a critical need for accurate information to inform patient
decisions regarding screening (64).

Educational programs should not be limited to the public, but should also be provided to the medical community, especially radiologists. For AI to meet the standard of care (assuming the traditional understanding of the “standard of care” would be applied to AI machines in future litigation), it needs to be accepted by the radiologic community. AI may be hard-pressed to obtain mass assent, especially in the face of physicians’ fears for their employability. Assuring AI’s initial application only as a method of weeding out the easy negatives would go a long way towards smoothing over fears regarding AI’s implications for the radiologic profession.

Aggressive research and testing of AI tools should accompany the programs. Data collection becomes especially relevant once providers and manufacturers begin to seek approval by CMS, private health plans, and the medical community for market use. Educational programs will also assist the medical community in confronting the various ethical complications that will arise as AI is increasingly incorporated into daily practice (94). Educational programs should be carefully presented to avoid the perception of coercion or forced conformity. Radiologists will be more likely to react positively and with open minds if AI is presented as a viable advancement worth considering, rather than an obligatory step forward.

Training programs for radiologists and clinicians will also become necessary as AI tools are integrated into clinical practice. The basics of AI algorithmic functioning, appropriate applications of AI, and ethical implications of AI use will all become important points of consideration in training (33). At a minimum, clinicians will need to be well-versed in machine functioning so as to fulfill disclosure obligations placed upon physicians for obtaining informed consent from patients. Additional complications might arise from the nature of the test and ways in which patient data may be used in future data sets (33). Educational programs are unlikely to reach every individual, and clinicians will be responsible for informing any uneducated patients.

It should be noted that as personal health data grows to govern ever larger portions of treatment decisions made for or by individuals, health professionals have a correspondingly more difficult time staying informed. For example, radiologists already may face difficulty staying abreast of the various experimental mammography techniques discussed earlier. Expecting radiologists to additionally become fluent in AI functional processes may prove a significant burden on medical professions whom we would prefer dedicate their time to treating patients and improving standards of care. Fiske and colleagues express concern that health professionals no longer have the time or training necessary for guiding patients through the modern medical “data jungle” (95). Fiske proposes health information counselors (HICs) as a solution. HICs would be trained in data analysis and analytic skills, be knowledgeable about health management and insurance systems, and be familiar enough with clinical medicine to advise patients on the role of personalized data in prevention, diagnosis, and treatment (95). Specifically, HICs might be well-placed to educate patients on how AI diagnostic systems work and the implications for personalized treatment plans. In short, the HIC could function as a personal intermediary between the patient and the health system, potentially alleviating some of the pressure placed on medical professionals as AI inexorably entrenches itself within the medical field.

There are various obstacles, however, to a position akin to the HIC envisioned by Fiske filling the role of “patient educator”. First, while HICs may very well prove a beneficial addition to medicine, it is not clear that such a role is an essential predicate to the introduction of AI systems in health care. It is certainly true that an HIC might prove an invaluable resource as a mediary between patients and medical professionals, but that does not necessarily eliminate the radiologists’ obligations to be educated on AI. As a result of the heightened liability accompanying the first introductions of AI care into medical care, radiologists will certainly be incentivized to thoroughly educate themselves on AI efficacy and functional performance before implementation. Yet even if AI becomes a generally accepted standard of care, physicals will still be obligated to obtain informed consent from patients, which necessarily involves the ability to explain the systems to be used in treatment. Although shifting this educational burden from medical professionals to some form of HIC may prove advantageous, it may also necessitate a restructuring of the obligations placed upon physicians for obtaining informed consent from patients. Additional complications might include whether private or public insurance would cover HIC expenses; whether HICs operate independently of specific medical service providers, or are provided in-house to patients; and whether HICs will replace physicians as the “family doctor” face of medicine the patient interacts with. Introduction of HICs to health care may prove valuable both in AI-related education and in health management at large, but implicates broader structural and policy changes than this analysis is capable of addressing.

Providers can also engage in lobbying efforts to have state legislatures implement guidelines governing AI’s role
in medical diagnosing. Potential regulations range from standards for use of an AI program, such as a mandatory statistical accuracy; public registration systems disclosing to patients which providers utilize AI diagnosing and how it is implemented; disclosure of how personally identifiable information is stored and whether patient mammograms will be used in future AI training datasets; and whether mammogram results are communicable by automated phone or text message, or if they must be communicated in person. Given the prominent position breast cancer holds in public awareness, governments may even be incentivized to invest public research funds and grants into the growth of AI diagnostic tools. Public support for the program will certainly assist in advancing policy objectives.

Obtaining efficient regulation of AI is easier said than done. More than sixteen separate federal agencies regulate areas of the economy involving AI use (93). Regulation is often reactionary, especially in the field of technology where legislature lags behind technological advances. The Standing Committee of the One Hundred Year Study of AI notes that “research and deployment have been slowed by outdated regulations and incentive structures,” slowing exploration of the applications AI holds for health care (93). Further, the Committee concludes “inappropriate regulatory activity would be a tragic mistake. Poorly informed regulation that stifes innovation, or relocates it to other jurisdictions, would be counterproductive” (93). By keeping the relevant agencies and legislating bodies apprised of research and development progress involving AI and medicine, ideally the healthcare industry will be able to guide the eventual regulatory system to be more informed and effective. Consistent efforts to inform these parties may further delay mandatory regulatory structures, to the extent that agencies and legislators are reassured that providers and manufacturers are aware of the risks and are collectively working to address them.

Special attention in education campaigns should be directed towards jurisdictions practicing the locality standard for determining the standard of care. As discussed, the locality standard presents a unique risk to practitioners in areas less willing to adopt new techniques. Physicians interested in AI will be forced into the choice of either incorporating new medical techniques into everyday clinical practice in the face of heightened liability, or conforming to local constructions of the standard of care by foregoing revolutionary medical techniques. Although it is too early to speculate what level of acceptance the radiology community will demonstrate towards AI diagnosing of the scale discussed herein, aggressive work by the AMA and professional radiology associations will be essential for ensuring that individual clinicians do not face adverse consequences as a result of professional resistance.

Minimizing legal risk to healthcare providers

An attempt to fit AI diagnostic tools into the current medical liability scheme would contort the med-mal system. Without creating unique standards designed for governing AI, manufacturers, providers, and lawyers will lack a framework to evaluate liability for future AI innovation. In the worst case scenario, courts either label AI diagnosing as an unacceptable healthcare methodology, or place such significant restrictions on AI’s applications that functionally AI becomes more trouble to implement than it is worth. A judicial rule banning machine diagnosing would leave state or federal legislation the only path for AI implementation. Lobbying for legislation forces providers into the role of obtaining approval prior to implementation, and states are just as likely to ban medical AI as they are to embrace it. Extensive judicial restrictions would likewise curtail the medical community’s ability to introduce AI at a self-determined pace, and might similarly require corrective legislative action to bypass. Gradually introducing AI tools prior to judicial rules or legislation gives providers the advantage of time to sway public opinion and demonstrate AI efficacy, rather than retroactively fighting against misinformed presuppositions.

Either way, it is in the interest of AI manufacturers and users to prevent an AI misdiagnosis case from reaching the judiciary before AI has become the standard of care and before states have the chance to proactively pass legislation governing its use. The reality is that the first implementers of AI diagnostic tools will face tremendous liability, but not because the patient’s injuries are incalculable. Courts have been calculating damages for decades, although whether malpractice awards are reasonable is a separate discussion. The real danger lies in a med-mal claim involving an AI misdiagnosis arriving in court before adequate standards have been crafted for evaluating it. Courts will readily impose standards on the medical profession, even when self-governance rules are in place: “In most cases reasonable prudence is in fact common prudence; but strictly it is never its measure … Courts must in the end say what is required; there are precautions so imperative that even their universal disregard will not excuse their omission” (96).

Courts have notoriously avoided providing standards to govern questions of first impression unless absolutely
necessary (97). The Supreme Court in particular routinely “adheres to the principle of deciding constitutional questions only in the context of the particular case before the Court” (97). Instead, the courts favor attempting to fit novel cases into familiar standards, largely because modern jurisprudence is precedent-based and informed by past cases (98).

Providers should introduce AI diagnostic tools gradually, both to acclimate the public to their use and to ensure the tools function as intended. One option is temporarily introducing AI diagnosing in the role of a second reader, similar to current CADe software. Physicians would run every mammogram through the machine, compare them, and only diagnose the patient negative for abnormalities if both radiologist and machine are in agreement. Short-term double reading at the machine’s inception represents only marginal increases in cost and readership time, and provides hospitals with an opportunity to determine whether the program meets the standard of care while retaining standard liability exposure. If detailed follow-up records are diligently maintained on patients “seen” by the machine (including any subsequent diagnoses made by either machine or radiologists), the hospital in theory has a baseline for evaluating whether the machine does in fact perform at a level comparable with human radiologists.  

Ongoing, periodic audits of AI performance will also assist in demonstrating the hospital is using reasonable care to ensure that AI diagnostic tools are functioning optimally. Detailed records will also assist hospitals and other providers in meeting any FDA post-market safety monitoring requirements. The FDA employs various systems and agencies tasked with manufacturer inspections and surveillance of negative outcomes and reporting problems (99). Past FDA reluctance to approve uses of innovative diagnostic programs has been partially due to “an unclear understanding of the cost/benefit tradeoffs of these systems” (93). The FDA may be more amicable to an AI-specific regulatory scheme if providers demonstrate diligent efforts at self-regulation. Voluntary participation in phase IV post-market clinical trials and monitoring may be another step for gaining FDA support (93).

Alternatively, providers could make AI diagnosing optional to patients willing to try it, potentially accompanying the service with a waiver of liability shielding the provider from suit (also known as an exculpatory agreement). Providers might incentivize patients by offering free or discounted mammography services for a period of time if patients opt-in to an AI diagnosis program. Many women presenting for mammograms, especially those suspecting breast cancer, experience significant stress during the period of waiting for results (100). Guaranteeing faster turnaround periods for diagnoses would motivate patients to participate (100). Given that the image review process is digital, mammograms feasibly may be taken in any part of the country, digitally run through a single in-network AI machine, and the results sent back to the clinic and presented to the patient, all within the same visit (which would also expedite any necessary follow-up procedures). Growing digital connectivity is already a trend among healthcare providers, patients, and insurance providers increasingly sharing digital information and patient medical records (101). IBM notes “automation of hospital administrative processes, such as patient registration, admission, and discharge is relatively widespread” and has a multifactorial impact, from decreasing patient wait times for seeing specialists to decreased necessity for follow-up consultations due to rapid availability of medical records (101).

Acceptability of waivers of liability varies greatly by jurisdiction (102). A strong policy argument in favor of regulating waivers is the lack of bargaining power between providers and recipients of a service, especially in a healthcare context where a patient cannot safely decline a particular treatment even if the waiver terms are unfavorable. To that end, many states such as California engage in lengthy analysis to identify waivers of liability that are contrary to public policy (103). Some states disfavor exculpatory clauses and invalidate any waivers that are overbroad or issued on a take-it or leave-it basis in which the individual waiving liability is given no opportunity to bargain for alternatives (104). Other states such as Ohio are more lenient and analyze the agreement to determine whether more likely than not “an ordinarily prudent and knowledgeable individual would have understood the provision as a release from liability for negligence” (105).

Providers should additionally be cautious of making AI pilot program services available for free or at discounted rates to anyone who opts in. For consent to be informed, the

---

11 It is in the provider's interest that patients being diagnosed by an AI during a test period return to the same provider for all subsequent follow-ups to ensure complete medical histories are on file. Alternatively, when patients opt-in, the hospital may request the patient grant them access to future medical records pertaining to similar diagnostic care.
individual must be acting autonomously and free of coercion or undue influence (106). Financial opt-in incentives create a real risk of inadvertently taking advantage of financially disadvantaged segments of the community by introducing coercion and undue influence. For poorer individuals, especially the uninsured, financial incentives may overcome any actual consideration of risk involved in AI diagnosing. The copay for a mammogram for insured patients is generally between 10 and 35 dollars, and uninsured patients will pay on average $102 (107). Even for insured patients, the opt-in nature may call into question whether valid, informed consent was obtained. The safest route would be to offer information on AI diagnosing, and let patients decide to opt-in without any form of financial incentive (108).

At a minimum, manufacturers should pursue the “nearest neighbor” method for corroborating machine diagnoses. It will be unknown until the first AI case is tried whether courts will accept the nearest neighbor method as a substitute for expert testimony, or even whether the method is advisable. Changes to the AI program may be deemed inadmissible for evidentiary or testimonial purposes after a suit is filed, preventing manufacturers from writing additional programs specifically for trial purposes. Therefore, manufacturers should invest in nearest neighbor-type features prior to market implementation; waiting until the first lawsuits are brought may prove too late to write new features into the program. Even if courts ultimately reject the nearest neighbor method as a substitute for expert testimony, the application will be useful as secondary evidence of machine efficacy. Manufacturers might also invest time into pursuing a method for rationalizing machine diagnoses. Although minimizing or eliminating the black box problem will be difficult, the ability of the machine to provide at least some form of justification for its output will help minimize black box problems associated with meeting the standard of care.

Some organizations recommend founding AI outputs on “possibilities instead of probabilities,” and suggest that requiring AI systems provide a list of potential diagnoses along with corresponding probabilities may increase “demonstrability of the results” (33). Although a probabilities feature only seems to marginally increase the transparency of the AI’s logic, such features would also be worth pursuit by manufacturers. At the very least, a list of every diagnosis the AI considered and the order in which the diagnoses were eliminated may demonstrate an informed reasoning process by the machine.

### Compensating plaintiffs following AI error

Due to the heightened liability, financial investments, and time commitment implicated, it is likely that large hospital networks will bear the burden of AI’s introduction to medical diagnosing. Solo practitioners and smaller clinics simply do not have the resources available to take on the task of purchasing AI services from manufacturers or self-insuring against malpractice claims. Hospitals are also more likely than independent practices to have the digital infrastructure in place to facilitate the rapid processing of mammograms taken at remote clinical sites through one central location. Access to vast databases of digital radiologic images uniquely situates hospitals to train proprietary AI machines without reliance on out-of-network medical records. Hospitals also are better positioned than small practices to bear financial costs of medical errors after faulty AI diagnosing.

Managing financial liability will likely be most simply addressed by express agreement between the hospitals and the AI manufacturers. There are several alternatives for compensating victims of AI misdiagnoses. Note that the following approaches assume that AI diagnosing will not be covered under health providers’ current malpractice insurance policies. Although a technical loophole or legal interpretation might leave the terms of an insurance agreement vague enough to argue that AI malpractice is covered, more likely than not coverage is nonexistent. Healthcare providers should carefully review their coverage policies and plan accordingly12. Malpractice coverage considers every procedure implemented by a provider, and generally excludes all non-specified activities. Even if malpractice insurance agreements are currently vague, the introduction of AI diagnosing into clinical practice will likely prompt insurance providers to decline coverage for such activities. The widespread use of breast cancer screening renders AI diagnosing a significant liability insurance providers would only reluctantly accept with a

---

12 Insurance coverage is dependent on the contractual agreement between the parties and subject to significant variability, rendering these considerations largely speculative. Providers should refer to their particular insurance contracts rather than make assumptions based on the analysis contained in this note.
corresponding increase in premiums, and even then only with demonstrations of efficacy.

One option for plaintiff compensation is a form of common enterprise liability, where both the provider and the manufacturer agree to share in the cost of medical errors. Alternatively, private medical insurance or self-insurance could be obtained by either party as a way of compensating injured patients. Or, the machine could be assigned legal personhood and be insured as a separate entity (109). Any of these options would naturally impact the price of the AI service. If, for example, the manufacturer assumes all liability for misdiagnoses, then the hospital would pay a higher premium for the service. Depending on the sticker price associated with an AI diagnosis, failure to obtain approval for reimbursement by either CMS or private health plans might also pose a roadblock to implementation due to cost.

Alternatively, hospitals with funds and image databases could invest in developing proprietary AI systems, eliminating service fees and potentially allowing the hospital to fill the role of both provider and manufacturer. The hospital could then provide the AI service to other provider networks for a fee, and negotiate liability coverage with subscribing entities. Holding the dual roles of provider and manufacturer may assign some of the manufacturer liability discussed earlier to the hospital. That said, outside manufacturers will almost certainly play a minimal role in the form of providing the physical machine. Manufacturers will also likely be involved in the training of the machine using hospital medical records, since most hospitals will not have a dedicated staff of AI programmers.

Another option is the creation of a fund allocated specifically towards compensating injured victims. Guaranteed compensation for injured patients, potentially through mandatory binding arbitration for calculating damages, might be an additional way of encouraging voluntary program participation. Presumably a compensation guarantee will also ensure adequate attention to the program by the provider, and will soothe any concerns or reservations of state and federal legislators. More importantly, having a dedicated compensation fund expedites settlement, ensures funds availability to cover damages, and minimizes legal time and expenses, allowing providers to avoid a court battle until they are prepared to do so on their terms. A risk of dedicated settlement funds is that plaintiffs’ attorneys may catch on to the guaranteed payments and become overly litigious with the knowledge that providers will go out of their way to avoid a court battle. Guaranteed compensation funds also do not remove hospital liability without waivers of liability; depending on the nature of the opt-in agreement, patients might decide the hospital did not pay enough for their injury, and sue in the hopes of a larger recovery through settlement or trial.

Accommodations for medical AI tools will also be necessary at the agency level, specifically the FDA. Although the current one-time pre-market approval system functions well for medications and medical equipment that rarely change, AI’s success as a medical tool is premised on its ability to constantly change and improve. As discussed earlier, requiring AI locking for market usage would be counterproductive and run contrary to policy rationales advocating for AI as a diagnostic tool. Both the public and the medical community would benefit from FDA guidelines uniquely crafted to address the fluid nature of AI deep learning machines. One potential solution would be to create a certification test that verifies the AI meets a certain level of statistical diagnostic accuracy. An additional requirement might be that the AI consistently maintain performance levels as the base learning dataset grows. In other words, every time the AI retakes the certification test, it must perform at least as well as it did on previous tests (within a stipulated margin for error). By requiring regular tests, manufacturers could avoid lengthy processes of re-training and re-certification of machines using updated training datasets, while reassuring the FDA that the machine continuously performs at or above the requisite level of medical accuracy.

FDA accommodations might also insulate manufacturers from liability, removing uncertainty and increasing investment into medical AI tools. Manufacturer protections also serve hospitals by providing greater notice of where liability will be assigned in cases of misdiagnoses. Without liability concerns, manufacturer service charges paid by hospitals for use of AI programs will also likely decrease, saving hospitals money. Although the liability would be passed on to the provider, hospitals will also be able to choose how to allocate funds to account for inevitable malpractice lawsuits. Additionally, hospitals will be saved the financial, reputational, and time expenses of attempting to join manufacturers to lawsuits where injured patients sue the provider. Freedom of choice among self-insurance methods may be a valuable option.
for providers seeking to maintain control over liability and business expenditures.

**Special concerns regarding AI implementation**

Providers should give special attention to informed consent obligations. Failure to disclose to patients that their diagnoses will be completed by a machine rather than a physician presents unique legal challenges. Because the patient is consenting to diagnosis by a machine, rather than diagnosis based on the specific dataset the machine's reasoning will be informed by, the ever-evolving nature of AI systems should not prove an obstacle to adequate informed consent. Informed consent will remain complicated, however, because patients will desire differing levels of understanding of how AI functions. Most patients are likely to simply take AI for granted, but providers will have to carefully craft informed consent requirements to guide clinicians.

Patients have a right to second opinions (110). If a patient is unable to go out-of-network and wants a second opinion on a mammogram, will the patient be able to have a radiologist evaluate her test? Availability of second opinions may not be an issue if only 60–70% of mammograms are being eliminated by AI, but if testing is ever 100% AI-managed, then alternatives need to be arranged for providing in-network second opinions by a human radiologist. In-network alternatives are similarly important for patients who might opt-out of AI medical care for personal or religious reasons. Similar considerations must be given to physicians who decline to administer AI diagnosing for moral, ethical, or otherwise personal reasons (111).

Manufacturers and providers should also carefully analyze their obligations under existing Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) obligations regarding use of patient mammograms for future AI training datasets. Specifically, covered entities and business associates must (I) ensure the confidentiality and integrity of all electronically protected health information; (II) protect against reasonably anticipated hazards to information security; and (III) protect against reasonably anticipated unauthorized uses or disclosures of information (112). Personal data must be thoroughly deidentified before use in research and development, and information must be secured and released only for proper uses. Failure to abide by patient privacy rules would be one of the easiest ways for courts or government to shut down AI endeavors. At a minimum, informed consent should include disclosure that mammograms may be stripped of personalized information and retained for future use in AI training.

It should be noted that an adverse law or court ruling in one or a few jurisdictions will not be lethal to a nationwide program for medical AI implementation. Again, AI diagnosing is an issue of first impression that courts will be forced to decide without binding precedent. The first cases may result in outcomes detrimental to providers, such as wholesale assignment of liability to radiologists or hospitals. State rulings will only bind courts of equal or lesser status within that state to the resulting rule regarding AI diagnosing. Although federal courts and other state jurisdictions may cite or follow nonbinding precedent, they remain free to determine alternative rules for addressing AI's role in medical diagnosing. Federal courts will apply state law to resolve civil claims. Similarly, while a state might legislatively assign liability to providers for machine error, such legislation is nonbinding in other jurisdictions. One or two negative outcomes will not condemn the entire AI program across all jurisdictions.

**Conclusions**

Any new medical advance comes with some inherent degree of heightened liability, and AI diagnosing is no exception. The inadequacies of current medicolegal standards pose unique challenges to the incorporation of AI into clinical practice. The courts will eventually face either the creation of new standards governing machine learning, or the relegation of AI to a much more difficult integration process within the medical community. In the interim, efforts for minimization of risk to both patient and practitioner will lie with manufacturers and health networks. Through proactive work on state legislation and self-governance standards, AI implementers might have a chance at preempting adverse court rulings. Slow and thoroughly considered steps will prove key to the medical community’s ability to maintain control over the incorporation of AI into medical services. Although the lack of legal precedent for the integration of AI into the historically personal field of health care poses unique challenges, ever-expanding knowledge of technology’s capabilities provides encouragement for the future.
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